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DECEMBER 19, 2018 

BOB HOYE 

The following is part of Pivotal Events that was 

published for our subscribers December 13, 2018. 

 

 

Precious Metals 

One of our “Comfort” indicators has been basing, which helped us with starting to buy 

gold stocks on weakness. This is the HUI/Gold and the decline to 111 in late September 

was sharp enough to become the most oversold since the hit into early 2016. 

However, it needed to build a base, which it has and all that is required was to break 

above the 20-Week ema. We noted that this was getting close last week. The ema is at 

120 and the ratio is at 130, which is very constructive. 

Another “Comfort” is the Silver/Gold ratio, which set its low at 113 last week. This was 

somewhat oversold on the Weekly RSI. However, it has been rising since. The 20-Week 

ema is at 120 and the ratio is at 119. Breaking above would also be constructive. 

We would continue to accumulate on weakness. 

On the bigger picture, gold’s real price has been basing as the financial mania was 

completing. This is what gold does as a financial bubble collapses, the real price then 

turns up. The base has been building from early 2017 to recent. 

That’s against the CPI, and there is another way of looking at it. Which is against 

commodities. The Gold/CRB ratio declined to an oversold at 113 a couple of weeks 

ago. Now at 120, the ratio is close to breaking above the 20-Week ema which is also at 

120. 

The outlook for the Precious Metals Sector is improving on the way towards a cyclical 

bull market. 

Not based upon a soaring price in dollars, but upon the uptrend in gold’s real price. 

*   *   *   *   * 
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From August 16, 2018 Pivot:- 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

BOB HOYE,   INSTITUTIONAL ADVISORS 

E-MAIL  bhoye.institutionaladvisors@telus.net  

WEBSITE:   www.chartsandmarkets.com  

 

Listen to the Bob Hoye Podcast every Friday afternoon at TalkDigitalNetwork.com 
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AMPERSAND 

Why Aren’t The COP Meetings Done BY Teleconference? 

Let’s assume some 22,000 VIPs attended the conference. And with a leisurely dinner 

each enjoys a bottle of wine.  

22,000 x two weeks = 308,000 bottles. 

A decent bottle of plonk would cost $35. 

308,000 x $35 = $10.7 million. 

Plus a couple of nice whiskeys or cognac, which would be almost the equivalent. 

In rounding the numbers, just the bar bill comes to $20 million. 

No tips, of course, and this just the bar tab. Plus all the meals, limos as well as hair-

stylings and you’re talking the good life. 

Which can’t be enjoyed via teleconferencing. 

This will go on until the taxpayer says “No!” 

 

 

 

Climate Conferences 
 

 
 

 “Josh” creates some good cartoons. 

 Each time this one is updated it gains in satire.  


